Robot Waiter
by ET and the Boy

Chords (verse): \( am \) – – – | – am em am – | (4x)
Chords (chorus): \( F – C \) – | \( G – am \) – | \( F – G \) – | \( am – G \) – | \( G E am Bb \) \( F C Bb A \) \( F C Bb A \) \( Bb A Bb A \) \( Bb = \) slide up a fret from \( A \)
Chords (bridge): \( F – C \) – | \( F C G C \) | \( F – C \) – | \( F C G C \) |

Verse:
Slide rule, calculator, microchip
Railroad, superhighway, three-masted ship
Hand saw, power saw, robotic arm
Round-Up, cotton gin, the family farm

Chorus 1:
When we build the robot waiter
We’ll all have less work to do
Maybe I’ll go to the seashore
Maybe I’ll write a book review
But the fruits of robot labor
Still belong to me and you,
Still belong to me and you, me and you, me and you

Verse (repeats)

Chorus 2:
When we build the robot grocery
We’ll all have less work to do
Maybe I’ll learn to speak Spanish
Maybe I’ll play a lot of Clue
But the fruits of robot labor
Still belong to me and you,
Still belong to me and you, me and you, me and you

Bridge:
We can manufacture more
With less work than e’er before
Yes the world is getting richer
Most of us are getting poor

Chorus 3:
When we build the robot city
We’ll all have less work to do
Maybe I’ll hang out with the neighbors
Maybe I’ll hang out with you
But the fruits of robot labor
Still belong to me and you,
Still belong to me and you, me and you, me and you